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Dr. Ashok Ajmera’s column as on November 21, 2020
Expect consolidation in Indian equities in the near term; rising COVID-19 cases post festive season can
play spoilsport for sometime post stellar run..
On a weekly basis, Sensex was up by 0.5 per cent while Nifty rose by 0.68 per cent. In the broader market, S&P BSE
Midcap index was up by 2.8 percent, and a 2.6 percent jump was witnessed in the S&P BSE Smallcap index. The rally can
be attributed to positive developments related to COVID-19 vaccine.
Key major developments during the week..
Reserve Bank of India on November 20 released a report on the internal working group (IWG) recommendations on private
bank ownership and corporate structure. Among other things, the report recommends promoter stake cap in long run - 15
years - be raised to 26 percent from 15 percent if paid-up voting equity share capital. The IWG in its recommendations had
also said that non-promoter shareholding may be capped at 15 percent of paid-up voting equity share capital for all
shareholders. Large Non-banking Finance Companies (NBFCs), with an asset size of Rs. 50,000 crore and above, may be
considered for conversion into banks subject to completion of 10 years of operations and meeting due diligence criteria and
compliance with additional conditions specified in this regard. Track record of 3 years of experience as Payments Bank may
be considered as sufficient for Payments Banks intending to convert to a Small Finance Bank. Small Payments Banks and
Small Finance Banks may be listed within ‘6 years from the date of reaching net worth equivalent to prevalent entry capital
requirement prescribed for universal banks’ or ‘10 years from the date of commencement of operations’. The minimum
initial capital requirement for licensing new banks should be enhanced from Rs. 500 crore to Rs. 1000 crore for universal
banks. The minimum initial capital requirement for licensing new banks should be enhanced from Rs. 200 crore to Rs. 300
crore for small finance banks.
Moody’s Investors Service has revised its GDP projection for India in 2020-21 to a 10.6% contraction compared to a 11.5%
drop it had estimated. The rating agency has also marginally elevated its forecast for 2021-22 GDP growth from 10.6% to
10.8%. “Consumer confidence in India remains relatively low amid a continued elevated number of daily new coronavirus
cases, although this has come down from a peak in September,” Moody’s said in a note issued on Thursday. The latest
measures aim to increase the competitiveness of India's manufacturing sector and create jobs, while supporting
infrastructure investment, credit availability and stressed sectors,” it said on the package estimated to be worth about $36
billion or 1.4% of Moody's GDP forecast of this year. “The latest package follows the Rs. 467 billion [0.2% of GDP] of
stimulus announced in October and close to Rs. 2 trillion (1% of GDP) of direct spending allocated in the government's first
stimulus package in May. The government expects that no new borrowing will be required to fund the additional spending,”
it observed. Along with the wage support provided to businesses by the government in the form of new employees’ EPF
contributions, the push to scale up production under the Production-Linked Incentives scheme could increase employment in
India’s persistently soft labour market, Moody’s report said.
Pfizer and BioNTech on Friday submitted to the US Food and Drug Administration for emergency use authorization for their
coronavirus vaccine candidate. This is the first coronavirus vaccine to seek regulatory clearance in the United States. "It is
with great pride and joy and even a little relief that I can say that our request for emergency use authorization for our
Covid-19 vaccine is now in the FDA's hands," Pfizer CEO Albert Bourla said in a video shared on Friday. "This is a historic

day, a historic day for science and for all of us. It took just 248 days to get from the day we announced our plans to
collaborate with BioNTech to our FDA submission day. "We have operated at extraordinary speed in our clinical development
program, from concept to regulatory filing, while always maintaining our focus on safety." The vaccine, known as
BNT162b2, could potentially be available for use in high-risk populations in the United States by the middle to end of
December, Pfizer and BioNTech said in a statement earlier Friday. The vaccine requires two doses a few weeks apart, and
protection is achieved 28 days after the first shot. The experimental COVID-19 vaccine of American pharma company Pfizer
and BioNTech SE has proved to be 95 percent effective in final results from a pivotal study. It is also showing signs of being
safe, key pieces of data as the companies prepare to ask health regulators to authorize use. Out of 170 adult volunteers in
the nearly 44,000-subject trial who developed Covid-19 with at least one symptom, 162 received a placebo, while eight got
the vaccine, Pfizer and BioNTech said. This 95 percent effectiveness rate makes the experimental candidate be on par with
the likes of shingles and measles vaccines. Last week, All India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS) director, Dr Randeep
Guleria had said, “Pfizer vaccine has to be kept at minus 70 degrees Celsius which is a challenge for developing countries
like India.”
On last Monday, US biotech firm Moderna released early results from a clinical trial of its Covid-19 vaccine candidate,
mRNA-1273. The vaccine candidate, Moderna said, was found to be 94.5% effective. However, in what could be a potential
hurdle for India, mRNA candidates need extremely cold environment for storage and transport.
Bharat Biotech too on last Monday started phase 3 clinical trials of its vaccine candidate, COVAXIN. Phase 3 trials will
involve 26,000 volunteers and will be conducted in partnership with the Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR). This is
the largest clinical trial for a Covid-19 vaccine candidate in India as well as the country’s first phase 3 efficacy study of a
vaccine candidate. Bharat Biotech is developing COVAXIN in collaboration with ICMR and National Institute of Virology
(NIV), Pune.

Ajcon Global’s view
We expect Indian equities to now consolidate amidst volatility in coming F&O expiry week post stellar run in the past few
weeks. Investors, now have become stock specific in midcaps and smallcaps segment and increasing allocation in
Companies which are witnessing turnaround in Unlock phase after lockdown and having cost efficiencies.
Samvat 2077 has already started on a positive note with Indian equities continue to remain buoyant. Investors confidence
on economic recovery is improving day by day led by COVID-19 vaccine related developments. Earlier, in Samvat 2076,
the benchmark indices index rallied by 10.68 per cent. Samvat 2076 witnessed a roller coaster ride with India entering into
a nationwide lockdown from the mid-night of March 24 owing to COVID-19 pandemic. Fears of a disrupted economy made
S&P BSE Sensex and the Nifty50 indices fall steeply by over 39 per cent to hit a low of 25,639 and 7,511, respectively on
March 24, 2020 which was nerve testing. However, since then, the benchmarks have defied gravity and hit new highs on
November 11, 2020 as hopes of potential Covid-19 vaccine.
Domestically, investors sentiments have improved led by strong earnings performance in majority of the Companies which
has surpassed our expectations as well. Clearly, there are visible signs of economic recovering fast. After significant rally
witnessed in Largecaps space since the announcement of initial Lockdown to control COVID-19 pandemic, investors have
become stock specific in midcaps and smallcaps. Investors are increasing allocation in Companies which are witnessing
turnaround in Q2FY21, Unlock phase and having cost efficiencies. In addition, greenshoots like improved Auto sales
numbers, improved occupancy in airlines, normal monsoons, economic activity catching up in some sectors to Pre-COVID19
levels is cherished by street participants.
With Diwali season coming to an end, COVID-19 cases have started increasing in top cities in India. Several states have
announced night curfew to stop the virus spread which may be dampener for investor sentiments. Globally, all eyes would
be now on rising cases in US and Europe especially in the winter season as Christmas and New Year is approaching.
Globally, investor sentiments are dependent as to which party gets the majority in the US senate.
We are cautious on Large caps at present valuations as we believe their valuations are expensive led by high FPI liquidity
and advise partial profit booking. However, there is opportunity in select midcaps and smallcaps for investors with a two
year horizon. Correction will make the markets healthy for fresh entry as Indian equities were in overbought zone for quite
some time.
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